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Abstrat
The prodution of ultra high-energy osmi rays in de Sitter invariant vauum states is onsidered.
Assuming the present-day universe is asymptoting toward a future de Sitter phase, we argue the
observed ux of osmi rays plaes a bound on the parameter α that haraterizes these de Sitter
invariant vauum states, generalizing earlier work of Starobinsky and Tkahev. If this bound is
saturated, we obtain a new top-down senario for the prodution of super-GZK osmi rays. The
observable preditions bear many similarities to the previously studied senario where super-GZK
events are produed by deay of galati halo super-heavy dark matter partiles.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It has been known for a long time that de Sitter spae possesses nontrivial vauum
states that are invariant under the symmetries of the spae [1, 2, 3, 4℄, whih we all the
α-vaua. Physial appliations of these states have reently been explored in the ontext
of ination, where they an lead to potentially observable orretions to the spetrum of
osmi mirowave bakground utuations [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13℄. If suh states
an be relevant during ination, it is natural to ask whether suh states an have other
observable onsequenes today. An initial study along these lines was made in [14℄ where
the ontribution to the osmi ray spetrum was onsidered.
The osmi ray spetrum has a feature at around 5×1018eV where the power-law spetrum
attens from E−3.2 to E−2.8 as E inreases, whih suggests a transition from a galati
omponent of onventional astrophysial origin, to a omponent of extra-galati origin.
Some reent reviews of theoretial and experimental prospets for the study of these ultra
high energy osmi rays may be found in [15, 16℄. Above about 1020eV, protons rapidly
lose energy due to their interation with the osmi mirowave bakground, leading to the
GZK uto [17, 18℄. A handful of events above this bound have been observed, and there
is still ome ontroversy over whether or not the uto has been observed [19, 20, 21℄.
Extremely high energy osmi rays & 1020eV are diult to explain using onventional
physis beause likely soures lie outside the 100Mp range of 1020eV protons. A wide
variety of senarios have been proposed to aount for the super-GZK events, whih break
down into two main lasses: bottom-up mehanisms where harged partiles are aelerated
in large sale magneti elds, and top-down mehanisms where exoti partiles/topologial
defets produe extremely high energy osmi rays via deay.
The α-vaua provide us with a new top-down mehanism for the prodution of extremely
high energy osmi rays. As noted in [22℄, a omoving detetor an detet transitions of
arbitrarily large energies (whih we assume are uto near the Plank sale). The exeption is
the Bunh-Davies vauum, where a detetor measures a thermal response with a temperature
of order the Hubble sale. These very high energy transitions in a generi α-vauum an
then aount for prodution of extremely high energy osmi rays.
Starobinsky and Tkahev [14℄ argued that if the α-vaua [43℄ do ontribute to the ultra
high energy osmi ray spetrum at around 1020eV, then the value of α beomes so tightly
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onstrained that it would not produe observable eets during ination. In the present
paper, we revisit this question and argue a muh weaker onstraint on α follows from osmi
ray observations. Our analysis also has bearing on the general question of what a low-energy
observer will see in an α-vaua. The upshot of our analysis is that beause prodution of
osmi ray ux neessarily violates de Sitter invariane, the prodution rate will be pro-
portional to the bakground number density of matter, whih leads to a muh suppressed
prodution rate versus the estimates of [14℄. This rate is alulated in detail in setion II.
From this result we infer bounds on α from osmi ray observations. Assuming these
bounds are saturated, we nd the α-vaua give preditions very similar to extremely high
energy osmi ray prodution via deaying super-heavy dark matter in the galati halo.
This senario has already been muh studied in the literature [23, 24, 25℄. We hek that
observable signals are out of reah in urrent neutrino/proton deay detetors. Finally we
argue CPT violation in an α vauum does not give rise to baryogenesis.
II. COMOVING DETECTOR IN DE SITTER SPACE
In a de Sitter invariant vauum state, all orrelators are invariant under the ontinuously
onneted symmetries of de Sitter spae. In partiular, this implies that 〈nµ〉 = 0 for all
4-vetors nµ, suh as the number ux. Equivalently, the stress energy tensor in the de
Sitter vauum is proportional to the metri Tµν ∝ gµν . Sine the metri is diagonal in
omoving oordinates, this implies the absene of uxes of energy or momentum. However a
omoving detetor nevertheless makes transitions due to its passage through the bakground
spaetime, via the Unruh eet. We will model the injetion spetrum of ultra high energy
osmi rays by viewing the universe today as de Sitter with H = H0, the value of the
Hubble parameter today. We treat the bakground density of ordinary Standard model
matter as a small perturbation that expliitly breaks the de Sitter symmetry. Under ertain
irumstanes, we an then treat these matter partiles as Unruh detetors, whih make
transitions to highly exited states via interation with the nontrivial vauum state.
The α parameter in priniple an depend on the speies of eld [26℄, whih introdues
a high degree of model dependene in the preditions [44℄. For simpliity let us model the
elds of observable matter by a single salar eld χ and assume that a dierent eld φ (for
example, the inaton) is in a nontrivial α-vauum, with oupling χ2φ. We assume an order
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1 oupling of φ to observable Standard model matter elds. The linear oupling of φ then
allows us to treat the χ partiles as an Unruh detetors (see [27℄ for a review).
As shown in [22℄ the rate at whih an Unruh detetor makes transitions is
Γ = N2α
∣∣1 + eα+pi∆E/H∣∣2 Γ0 (1)
where Γ0 is the result in the standard Bunh-Davies vauum, N
2
α =
1
1−eα+α¯
. Γ0 is Boltzmann
suppressed by a e−2pi∆E/H fator, so for large ∆E, Γ is proportional to N2α |e
α|2 times a
power of ∆E. The injetion spetrum is dominated by ∆E ∼ Mc the eld theory uto
sale, whih we have in mind to be of order the GUT sale 1016GeV. When we integrate
over ∆E, dimensional analysis then implies the total transition rate is
Γ ≈ N2α |e
α|2Mc. (2)
Here we have assumed eα is not so small that the 1 dominates in the 1+ eα+pi∆E/H fator of
(1). It is straightforward to generalize this expression to models with dierent ouplings of
α-vauum speies to observable matter, using the general formula (1).
III. ULTRA HIGH ENERGY COSMIC RAY PRODUCTION
Let us begin by reviewing the α-vauum senario, as desribed in [12℄. During ination,
trans-Plankian eets [28℄ an lead to a de Sitter invariant state that diers from the
onventional Bunh-Davies vauum. If we invoke loally Lorentzian boundary onditions
on modes, as desribed in [9, 11℄, one nds
eα ∼ H/Mc. (3)
This modies inationary preditions for the osmi mirowave bakground spetrum [9,
11, 12℄. At the end of ination, the value of the osmologial onstant hanges drastially.
The squeezed state orresponding to the α-vauum will then generate partiles, produing
an energy density of order [12, 14℄
ε ∼ N2α |e
α|2M4c . (4)
ProvidedMc ≪MP lanck this partile prodution does not overlose the universe, and instead
an be thought of as some omponent of partile prodution during reheating. This energy
4
density will deay in a time of order 1/Mc (up to oupling dependent fators), as is typial
of unstable partile prodution during reheating.
At muh later epohs, it is still possible to have a residual α-vauum present. If the
universe asymptotes to a de Sitter universe with osmologial onstant determined by the
present value of H , the arguments of [9, 11℄ again apply and we an expet α given by
(3) [10, 12℄. One an then ask what phenomena observers today will see to indiate the
presene of the α-vauum. In [14℄ the assumption was made that (4) will be present for
all times, and they used this to onstrain α by mathing with observed ultra high energy
osmi ray prodution. This assumption is equivalent to omputing the energy density of
the α-vauum with respet to the Bunh-Davies vauum, but gives the wrong result if the
future asymptoti vauum state is the α-vauum. In this ase, as we desribed in setion II,
no additional partile reation will be present in the de Sitter phase, and instead the partile
prodution will be determined by (2), where we treat bakground matter as individual Unruh
detetors.
In reality, the present universe is far from a pure de Sitter phase. The pure de Sitter
estimate of the prodution rate nevertheless should be a reasonable order of magnitude
estimate of the present rate of high energy partile prodution. Of ourse without a more
detailed model for the dynamis that governs α we annot make more preise statements.
Let us proeed then to ompute the rate of high energy partile prodution in an α-
vauum. By the arguments of setion II, we an then treat eah Standard model partile as
an Unruh detetor, so (2) gives the rate of prodution per unit volume as
dn
dt
= Γn (5)
where n is the number density of Standard Model partiles [45℄. In the situation of interest
here, this density will be of order the baryon number density nB whih is typially
nB = 10m
−3 ≈ H2M2P lanck/mp ritial density
= 106m−3 interstellar spae
where mp is the proton mass. Plugging in numbers, we nd the dominant soure of high
energy osmi rays will ome from within our own galaxy due to interation of visible and
dark matter with the α vauum. Many of the preditions will therefore be similar to the lass
of top-down models for ultra high energy osmi ray (UHECR) prodution from deaying
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super-heavy dark matter partiles in the galati halo. For a galati halo of size rhalo , we
nd the ux reeived on earth will be of order
j ≈ ΓnBrhalo.
The experimental bounds oming from UHECR prodution gives j E2 ≈ 1024 eV2 m-2
s
-1
sr
-1
at E ≈ 1020 eV. Assuming rhalo ≈ 10
5
light years, this translates into a bound
|eα| . 10−42
(
1016GeV
Mc
)1/2
. (6)
This is to be ompared with the natural value eα ∼ H/Mc ≈ 10
−61MP lanck/Mc whih
is muh smaller. We onlude then if ultra high energy osmi ray prodution is to be
aounted for by the α vauum then the value of α must be muh larger than its natural
value.
It is interesting to ask if suh a large value for α today might have other observable
onsequenes. Let us also estimate the time needed for a neutrino style detetor to see a
nontrivial interation with the α-vauum. The interation rate per baryon is (2) (taking
eα = H/Mc, and Mc = 10
16
GeV)
Γ = 10−76s−1
whih is about 36 orders of magnitude smaller than urrent bounds on proton deay rate.
For α saturating the bound (6) and Mc = 10
16
GeV, we instead get
Γ = 10−44s−1
whih is only 4 orders of magnitude smaller than the bounds on proton deay. We onlude
that even if α is so large as to aount for UHECR prodution, other means of diret
detetion will be diult.
Finally, one might ask whether the present analysis has some impat on the spetrum
of primordial ination utuations. During the inationary phase, the eet of the α-vaua
on the primordial spetrum has been disussed in [7, 9, 11, 12℄, where it was found the
amplitude of the spetrum was modulated by a fator of the form 1 + O(H/Mc). The
partile prodution eets desribed in the present paper will be absent in empty de Sitter,
and we expet the eet will be a small orretion to the energy density (4) in the ontext of
slow-roll ination. Note we already onstrain (4) to be less than the vauum energy density
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during ination [12℄. Therefore we expet the partile prodution eets desribed here will
have negligible impat on the spetrum of primordial utuations.
IV. BARYOGENESIS
An interesting feature of the α vaua is that they violate CPT symmetry when α is not
a real number [3, 22℄. This opens the possibility that the α vaua ould be used to explain
baryogenesis. If the CPT violation gives rise to partile/anti-partile mass dierenes, then
baryogenesis ould our in thermal equilibrium, and might be relevant during the reheating
phase at the end of ination.
Greenberg [29℄ has argued that partile/anti-partile mass dierenes are only possible in
at spae, if one gives up loality. We an apply these general results in the short wavelength
limit of α vauum propagators. As shown in [26℄ the interating propagators give rise to
loal ommutators in α vaua. In this limit, de Sitter symmetry beomes loal Lorentz
symmetry, so Greenberg's result will arry over. We onlude that α vaua do not lead to
this type of baryogenesis.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have explored some of the phenomenologial onsequenes of the present universe
being in an α-vaua. It seems the most promising way to diretly detet a residual value for
α today is via observations of ultra high energy osmi rays. As we have mentioned, many
of the preditions will be similar to prodution of ultra high energy osmi rays via deaying
super-heavy dark matter partiles in the galati halo [23, 24, 25℄. See [16, 30, 31℄ for some
reent results, and more extensive referenes. Let us briey disuss some of the features and
onstraints on this prodution mehanism.
Galati halo osmi ray prodution avoids the GZK uto, beause the absorption length
of ultra high energy protons is of order 100 Mp. The osmi rays typially do not have time
to satter before they reah us, so the observed spetrum should reet the fragmentation
funtion of the primary deay. This has been omputed using Monte Carlo alulation
in [30℄ inluding eets of supersymmetry. Perhaps the main problem one enounters in
mathing this with observation is that the fragmentation funtions suggest the fration of
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gamma rays versus protons is too high versus the experimental bound [32, 33, 34℄. This
bound should beome muh better established in the upoming Pierre Auger Observatory
[35℄. It is possible gamma rays lose energy more eiently than protons over the sales
of interest, whih would ameliorate this problem. Searhes for ultra high energy neutrinos
should provide a more robust test of this senario.
The observed arrival diretions of UHECRs exhibit a high degree of isotropy on large
sales, but lustering on smaller sales. This an be onsistent with a lumpy distribution
of dark matter in the galati halo. The α vauum senario predits additional anisotropy
if the oupling to visible and dark matter is omparable, but these ouplings are not well-
onstrained given the urrent level of understanding.
The main goal of the present work was to investigate observational onstraints on a
residual value of α today. These onstraints easily allow for the theoretially preferred value
of |eα| ∼ H(t)/Mc. It is fasinating the α vaua may also lead to a possible explanation of
the spetrum of UHECRs.
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